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The Radio Songs chart (previously named Hot 100 Airplay) is released weekly by Billboard magazine and
measures the airplay of songs being played on radio stations throughout the United States across all musical
genres. It is one of the three components, along with sales (both physical and the digital) and streaming
activity, that determine the chart positions of songs on the Billboard Hot 100
Hot 100 Airplay (Radio Songs) - Wikipedia
Recording Production. I Get Wet was recorded while Andrew W.K. was living in New York City.The first
songs written for the album were "It's Time to Party" and "Take It Off." The album was recorded with many
layers of overdubbing, in order to make the album "sound as party as we could make it sound," and for the
"sound of the songs to be like one instrument" instead of a collection of ...
I Get Wet - Wikipedia
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